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Music and lyrics by Richard Moore

13. NATURAL RESOURCES
If you look around the world you’ll see
Plants and rocks and water and trees
And each of these happen to be
A natural resource.
Allow us now to demonstrate
That boats and books and birthday cakes
Everything we make
Comes from a natural resource.
Oh the earth provides for you and me
Plants and rocks and water and trees
And what do you call these…
A natural resource!
Maria: Ok Tyrone… tell us about wood!
Well as you can see I’m a big tall tree
And here’s a few things people make from me
All the paper that we use each day
The pencil that you bring to school
The cardboard box
And the building blocks
The picnic table and all of the stools
All the houses in your neighborhood
Are make from different kinds of wood
The bedroom floor
The big front door
It’s a natural resource that looks real good
Oh the earth provides for you and me
Plants and rocks and water and trees
And what do you call these…
A natural resource!
Tyrone: Well here’s my good friend Bonita. She’s a rock!
That’s right…I’m bauxite, and bauxite is dug out of the ground
and used to make aluminum. Here’s my verse:
Aluminum metal is strong and light
We use it in cars and boats and bikes
We don’t use tin to put your soda pop in
They’re aluminum cans! That’s right!
How ‘bout aluminum foil that’s shiny and bright
If you’re freezin’ your food, you wrap it up tight
Tell me again what your soda pop’s in
Aluminum cans! That’s right!
Oh the earth provides for you and me
Plants and rocks and water and trees
And what do you call these…
A natural resource!

Maria: OK Onishi… it’s your turn!
I’m a drop of oil (plink) that’s my sound
People find oil down deep in the ground
I’m a real good resource for lots of cool things
Like motor oil and gasoline.
But everything that’s plastic
Comes from oil as well
So here’s my happy rappin’ list of plastic personnel:
Milk jugs, party mugs
The bottom of your shoes
TV box, Lego blocks
Even ones you lose
Your momma uses plastic wrap
So dinner doesn’t spoil
I’m happy rappin’ plastic
‘Cause plastic comes from oil!
Oh the earth provides for you and me
Water and rocks and oil and trees
And what do you call these…
A natural resource!
A natural resource!
A natural resource!
14. REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE
Chorus:
Reduce, reuse, recycle
Those are the magic words
If you reduce, reuse, recycle
You’ll be a resource rescuer!
The next time I go shopping, I’ll tell momma in the store
If it’s all wrapped up in too much plastic, let’s not buy it any
more.
We don’t need disposable cups and plates; that’s what I’ll say to
her.
And as we walk along and sing this song we’ll be resource
rescuers.
Chorus
I have clothes that I’m too big for, and shoes too small to wear.
I’ll put ‘em in a bag with a thrift store tag and mom can take ‘em
there.
I’ve got toys that need some mending, but I can make em good
again,
I’ll just ask my dad to fix ‘em please and then sing this song to
him…
Chorus
I can separate the garbage into paper, glass and tin.
Then slam dunk plastic bottles into Rolanda Recycling Bin
We won’t make so much garbage, we’ll be a recycling family
Reduce, reuse, recycle; come on and sing this song with me!
Chorus
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Those are the magic words
If you reduce, reuse, recycle
You’ll be a resource rescuer!

